
What Are Embassies of Heaven

For about 10-15 years now there has been talk among spiritually-minded people of safe places for Father’s
people to be located as the world system continues to disintegrate and chaos eventually takes its place.
Some believers talk about “cities of refuge”1, while others refer to “Goshen properties” or “Goshen cities”.
‘Goshen’ get its name from the area of northern Egypt where the Israelites lived and were kept protected
from the plagues sent against Pharaoh. Others have talked about “sanctuary cities” which are derived from
the same provisions for personal safety that were set up in Israel under the Torah. 

From a heavenly direction, Father has begun talking to Mike Parsons about “Embassies of Heaven”2 as a
place of safety. While sons don’t need to live under any fear because they come under the government of
Heaven, these embassies add an extra dimension to the impact of the Kingdom on Earth where Heaven’s
government brings protection.

An embassy is where an ambassador lives and works. As we are ambassadors of Heaven3, representing
Heaven (The Kingdom of God), so, any piece of territory we own or live in comes under the spiritual laws
of Heaven which supersede the natural and civic laws of Earth. What does that mean?

“We will outwork that heavenly government through our own lives: firstly as individuals but also then
corporately, with others who are called to a particular place, territory, region, people group or other
sphere of influence. So those who share a particular mandate, blueprint, calling or destiny will begin to
build  relationally  together,  seeking to  establish things  ‘on earth as  it  is  in  heaven’ together  and to
represent heaven on earth together.” 4

Although we are all ambassadors who represent the King, we are also kings in our own right. We reign over
our personal territory and those who inhabit it.  Of course, we need to be trained to become a properly
functioning king because we don’t know how to be one for the purposes of the Kingdom. It’s actually
presumption to begin operating as a king without being trained by our Sovereign, just because the Bible
says we are royalty.

Similarly, we are capable of operating as oracles and legislators for Heaven, but that also takes training, as
well as commissioning and anointing. The two functions of oracles and legislators have a wider impact than
our personal kingship, so we can’t ‘jump in’ and think we have the authority to do what we like with these
functions either.

Embassies  of  Heaven  will  operate  through  the  authority  of  kingship,  legislation  and  oracle  release.
However, they will function primarily as an organic structure for the release of Heaven onto the Earth – as
in heaven, so on Earth. These aren’t an organisation, but rather a corporate organism. 

This embassy concept is not referring to physical entities, buildings or cities. The key to the operation of
these embassies is relationships between like-minded sons. These members release the River of Life from
Heaven to those around them through the King’s presence which they carry 24/7. They also carry Father’s
heart and express it in creative ways so that others see what he is really like and how a relationship with him
is a wonderful thing to be part of.

‘Embassies’ are about real relationships and real connections between sons who have the same blueprint
from Heaven and a specific mandate to achieve a specific purpose. These attributes all combine to form the
foundation for heavenly government to operate through the embassy.

Using Kingdom terms, rather than church ‘speak’, and operating differently to the church system doesn’t
constitute the existence of an Embassy of Heaven. These entities need to be created by the Spirit, not by
people from their own initiative. A clear mandate from Heaven is needed for ‘embassies’ to be instigated,

1 – Mike Parsons “200. Cities of Refuge” (20-1-2016)     freedomarc.blog/2016/01/20/200-cities-of-refuge
2 – Mike Parsons “277. On Earth as in Heaven” (3-3-2021)    freedomarc.blog/2021/03/03/277-on-earth-as-in-heaven
3 – Mike Parsons “Ambassadors of Heaven” (2012)   freedomarc.blog/teaching-series/ambassadors-of-heaven  [Link to audio series]
4 – Mike Parsons “277. On Earth as in Heaven” (3-3-2021)    freedomarc.blog/2021/03/03/277-on-earth-as-in-heaven
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and when it does begin to function properly, it will not look like anything that is recognisable from the
church system. To achieve this overhaul, deconstruction of what we know as ‘church’ is absolutely required.

Therefore,  genuine Embassies of Heaven will  reflect more of Heaven and they will be very much less
earthly. As Father said to Mike Parsons:

“Nothing that comes from following the DIY tree will be restored, because it was never My intention
from the beginning. Independence from relationship with Me cannot, and never will, produce fruit; and
all that has been produced will not be restored. The greatest achievements in the name of mankind will
end in the same way as the tower of Babel: in abject failure. Those places on Earth that represent Me as
Embassies of Heaven will be true demonstrations of what it is possible to achieve by walking the path
with Me and drawing from the inexhaustible supply of the tree of life. I will restore all the abilities I
intended My children to have, as seen in My Son, and greater, to those who will establish Embassies of
Heaven on Earth as sons of the living God. When My children arise into sonship so will their abilities
also ascend and increase as they mature in Heaven and on Earth. I will release the full capacity of the
expanded consciousness of the mind of Christ to those who ascend in maturity; then creation will truly
observe the light of sonship revealed. When My children give up their independence and choose to walk
with Me, the sons of God will be unveiled and creation will be restored to the freedom of their glorious
rising.” 5

For all  this to take place,  the Joshua Generation must increase in number and in maturity so they can
establish  new  order  ekklesia and  Embassies  of  Heaven  which  house  them.6 This  maturity  requires
deprogramming from religion and reprogramming in the knowledge and principles of the Kingdom.

Deconstruction of the Church is vital if My children are going to establish the true new order Ekklesia on
earth as it is in heaven. The pillars that hold up the construct of what church is and what church does
and  how  church  gathers  must  be  destroyed  so  that  a  true  representation  of  heavenly  relational
storehouses can become embassies of heaven on the earth. Ask why, what, how, when, where, who for the
Ekklesia; and outwork the mandate through a fresh expression of the blueprint. Why? What is the clear
reason, the primary reason and the secondary reasons for being? What are the mandated purposes, the
primary purposes and secondary purposes for existing? How are those reasons and purposes going to be
fulfilled and outworked? When are you going to be and do the why, what and how? Where are you going
to be and do the why, what and how? Who are you going to involve in the why, what and how? 7

This time in history is a time of great opportunity, even while there is increasing disadvantage. Sons will
need to rise up to the challenge, embracing their destiny, as they are shown how and when they are to
establish Embassies of Heaven. “The storehouses need to be ready to receive, mentor and release the harvest
that is coming”8. Greater grace will be required, and will be released, so this can be achieved.9
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5 –  Mike Parsons "Vision Destiny 2020 – Part 14"
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6 –  Mike Parsons "Vision Destiny 2020 – Part 12"
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7 –  Mike Parsons "Vision Destiny 2020 – Part 12"
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